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The New ë-C4 X Electric offers absolute comfort, design and practicality on board. 
In the city, New ë-C4 X Electric transports you in complete silence, in 100% electric 
mode, with no emissions and with real savings in use.
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100 % ELECTRIC
TRAVEL IN

The electric motor of New ë-C4 X has a power output 
of 100 kW (136 hp) and a torque of 260 Nm available 
instantly for a 0-100 km/h in 9.5 seconds in Sport mode.  
The electric motor battery has a capacity of 50 kWh 
and is guaranteed for 8 years or 160,000 km at 70% of 
its charge capacity. In addition to its range (up to 360 
km in WLTP cycle), New ë-C4 X adds a Brake mode that 
amplifies its deceleration without depressing the brake 
pedal while the brake pedal while recovering energy. 

* WLTP cycle.

100 KW ELECTRIC 
POWERTRAIN 

- 136 HP

FAST CHARGING TO 
100 KM IN 10 MIN USING 

A 100 KW CHARGER

A RANGE 
OF UP TO 
360 KM* 

260 NM OF INSTANT
TORQUE 

ZERO CO2 
EMISSIONS

DRIVETRAIN6
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100 % ELECTRIC

A RANGE 
OF UP TO 
360 KM* 
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STYLE
The New ë-C4 X Electric offers a distinctive and elegant alternative to classic mid-
size sedan and SUV models, while being part of the latest generation of the 
Citroën family of cars. At 4.60 m long, the sleek lines give the impression that 
they are leaping forward. At the rear, elegant LED lights compiment those of the 
front. Placed on either side of the boot, they are inserted in the corners and hug 
the sides of the car, certifying the dynamism of its design.

A unique and refined design 

STYLE8
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STYLE

AERODYNAMIC
ELEGANT AND

The New ë-C4 X Electric combines innovative 
SUV design with a fastback silhouette, boasting 
a sleek roofline from the top of the windshield to 
the top of the trunk lid. A silhouette that allows 
them to boast a Cx of 0.29. The front end 
features a high, horizontal hood and chrome 
chevrons that stretch across the width. The 
double-stacked front lights use Citroën LED 
Vision lighting technology for maximum 
visibility. The air intake grilles feature a "macro 
chevron" pattern, which emphasises its 
refinement. At the rear, glossy black inserts add 
further style and elegance. 
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AERODYNAMIC
ELEGANT AND
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STYLE

Thanks to large 690 mm wheels, the New ë-C4 X Electric 
offers you an SUV-inspired stance with a higher driving 
position than a classic sedan. They inspire ruggedness with 
their matte black wheel arch guards and Airbump with 
Airbump® color inserts on the lower body. body sills. At the 
rear, below the large boot opening, the bumper is sculpted. 
Higher up, the rear hatch panel features an integrated an 
integrated spoiler at the top.

THE ATTITUDE
AND MODERNITY OF AN SUV
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THE ATTITUDE
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You will be seduced by the modernity and well-being of the New ë-C4 X Electric. Dependent on your 
chosen trim, 3 varieties of ambiance are available. 
Meanwhile ambience combines both light grey and black fabric while retaining the sense of comfort 
in ë-C4 X thanks to the Advanced Comfort Seats.
Urban Grey ambience combines the visual comfort of a quilted grey herringbone fabrtic with a black 
leather efffect textile. Topped with a strip of grey fabric featuring a herringbone pattern.
Alcantara® Grey ambience offers a mix of alcantara and black leather effect textile for a luxurious 

STYLE

3 INTERIOR
AMBIENCES
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FILTER 
OUT STRESS

LIGHTEN
THE MENTAL LOAD

MAKE LIFE
ON BOARD EASIER

IMPROVE
THE FLOW

WELL-BEING16
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Citroën has developed a complete program intended to provide unprecedented ultimate comfort 
to the driver and his passengers. Named CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®,  
this program consists of providing innovative, technological and intelligent solutions at the service 
of well-being. All user expectations are thus taken into account, confirming Citroën's legitimacy in 
terms of automotive comfort. Four major themes dictate this engineering of well-being: the cocoon 
effect, practicality, fluidity and serenity.

FOR THE ULTIMATE COMFORT EXPERIENCE

WELL-
BEING
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The New ë-C4 X Electric invites you to feel good on board by delivering 
driving pleasure. This is thanks to the suspension with progressive hydraulic 
cushions. This ensures a real "magic carpet" effect on light compression and 
avoids any rebound effect on major road defects. A Citroën innovation for a 
new experience of comfort. 
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WELL-BEING20
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ADVANCED 
COMFORT

Another exclusive Citroën innovation, the Advanced 
Comfort seats of the New ë-C4 X Electric provide several 
types of comfort: visual comfort with their immediately 
visible padding, comfort with immediate softness and 
support, and dynamic comfort thanks to high-density 
foam in the heart of the seats that prevents them from 
sagging over time and, finally, postural comfort through 
lumbar and height adjustment of the front seats, not to 
mention the wide side and central armrests in the front 
and rear.

SEATS

21
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WELL-BEING

EXCEP-
TIONAL

Inside the New ë-C4 X Electric, you will enjoy an incomparable 
feeling of serenity and and spaciousness. This impression will be 
particularly noticed by the rear passengers, as they have a very 
generous knee room of 198 mm. Thanks to their width,these cars 
can also accommodate 3 people in the back in optimal comfort. 
Smart and practical storage space has also been provided with 16 
open or closed compartments for a total storage volume of 39 
litres. 

LIVING SPACE
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WELL-BEING24
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BOOT SPACE OF 
UP TO 510 LITRES 

Inside the boot, a flat floor gives you a width of 1,010 
mm between the wheel arches and a and a maximum 
length of 1,079 mm. Entry and exit of of large suitcases 
and other luggage is facilitated by a very clear loading 
sill. The boot opening is also wide. Additional space 
under the floor of the boot allows you to carry additional 
objects to neatly house the charging cable(s) of the 
New ë-C4 X Electric.
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REAL COMFORT

WELL-BEING

The atmosphere and brightness in the New C4 X 
and ë-C4 X Electric have been designed to make 
each of your journeys a perfect moment. With 
careful acoustics thanks to the reduction of 
engine noise and the addition of warm materials, 
the entire cabin is flooded with light. Thermal 
comfort for all is ensured by a very complete set 
of equipment. It includes a dual-zone automatic 
air conditioning system with dedicated controls 
on the central panel for greater ease of use.
 

Rear seat passengers will also be able to control 
airflow through vents located on the rear of the 
center console. 
The all-electric version also provides Comfort 
Class mobility, with no vibration, no noise, no 
jolts and immediately available torque.

ON BOARD
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The New ë-C4 X Electric features a complete connectivity ecosystem through Citroën's new-
generation infotainment interface: intuitive navigation, connected services for greater comfort 
and safety, high-performance systems. 
In the front, the passenger also benefits from the Citroën™ Smart Pad Support, a clever 
retractable support system integrated into the dashboard that allows the passenger to attach 
the tablet of their choice in complete safety.
Everything comes together to make every moment on board a unique one.

SERENITY

SERENITY

State of the art technology for a serence 
experience

28
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The new intuitive My Citroën Drive Plus interface uses a 10" HD touch screen. 
Designed as a touchscreen tablet, it is customisable thanks to a widget system. Your favorite 
contents are automatically displayed on the handset and on this new tablet. At any time, you 
can modify the content according to your needs. This interface also has a natural voice 
recognition, easy to use, a real personal assistant that understands what you say, answers 
questions and executes commands. To activate My Citroën Drive Plus by voice, simply say 
"Hello Citroën". This gives you access to the weather, navigation, music and your smartphone.
The Head-Up Display allows the driver to keep his or her eyes on the road while having 
essential driving information in the field of vision.

SERENITY

SOPHISTICATED
AND PRACTICAL
TECHNOLOGY
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SOPHISTICATED
AND PRACTICAL
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For added comfort and safety, a Citroën Connect service pack 
complIments the My Citroën Drive Plus interface on the ë-C4 X 
Electric. 

MY CITROËN PLAY
This system allows you to enjoy all your favorite smartphone 
applications without taking unnecessary risks. The service 
offers wireless connectivity and is compatible with Apple 
CarPlay® (including SIRI voice control) and Android Auto™. 
Thanks to the wi-fi accessible Mirror Screen, compatible apps 
are displayed directly on the center interface screen, allowing 
safe access without taking your eyes off the road. Incidentally, 
the New C4 X and ë-C4 X Electric are equipped with 4 USB 
outlets and wireless smartphone induction charging.

MY CITROËN ASSIST
This geolocated emergency and assistance call service, free of 
charge, without subscription and available 24/7, ensures the 
dispatch of the appropriate help, either automatically or by 
pressing the emergency or assistance button. 

SERENITY32
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MADE 
SIMPLE

New ë-C4 X Electric has been designed to simplify your life, 
like all the technology used in everyday life. 
From the the touchscreen tablet or the My Citroën application charging can be 
programmed or deferred to take advantage of off peak rates, 
for example. 
The charging hatch is colour-coded to track the charging process which can also be 
consulted remotely on the My Citroën application. 
Plugging in is also very easy thanks to the ergonomic charging port. 
As for the cables, they can be stored under the floor of the boot. 

SERENITY

CHARGING

34
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3 TYPES

In the city, on the highway or at home, there are many ways to charge
New ë-C4 X Electric and you can always find a suitable solution. 
There are various options available according to your needs. 

SERENITY

OF CHARGING 

36
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At home, advised for 
emergency use, the battery 
recharges to 100% in 31 hours 
on a standard outlet.

A wall box can be installed at 
your home: it allows 0 to 
100% recharge in 7.5 hours, 
single phase.

On a public charger with a 
power of 100 kW, 100 KM can 
be achieved in as little as 10 
mins. 0-80% will typically be 
around 30 mins.

THREE PIN

WALL BOX FAST CHARGER

37
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INTUITIVE
To master the operation of New ë-C4 X Electric, you have several intuitive interfaces that are 
easy to read and use. The dedicated display mode on the touchscreen allows you to view the 
gauge or range and gives you access to three essential pieces of information: the power 
indicator, the energy flow or the thermal comfort.  

The specific pages of the 10" touchscreen tablet in the center of the dashboard display the 
system's operating status, the settings for delayed battery charging and thermal 
preconditioning. When the car is being charged, the screen displays, for example, the time 
remaining for a full charge, the range recovered, expressed in kilometers, or the rate of charge 
of the battery recovered. 

SERENITY

ELECTRIC INTERFACE

38
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Personalised interface : to display your favourite content

Statistics : showing electrical consumption to optimise 
driving

Energy flow : to visualise the electric flow from 
the battery

39
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HIGHWAY 
 DRIVER ASSIST 

Available on all versions with automatic transmission, Highway Driver Assist 
combines adaptive cruise control with Stop & Go with a lane keeping system. 
With the system taking into account speed and trajectory, the driver can 
delegate some of the driving, while remaining focused on the road, with his 
hands on the wheel. He can take over the driving at any time.

SERENITY40
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SECURITY AND SERENITY ON BOARD

BLIND SPOT MONITORING*

ACTIVE SAFETY BRAKE*

VISION 360*

ACTIVE LANE KEEP ASSIST*

This function facilitates maneuvers by displaying a 360° view of 
the top of the car and its environment on the touchscreen. 
This technology offers 3 different views and selects the most 
suitable for the current maneuver. The desired view can also be 
selected manually.

Very useful on multi-lane roads, this monitoring system 
indicates to the driver the presence of a vehicle in the blind 
spots, by an orange diode placed in the corner of the outside 
mirrors.

This emergency braking system limits the risk of collision. 
It works from 5km/h with fixed or moving objects, and with 
pedestrians. If a risk of collision is detected, an alert is given to 
the driver. Without any reaction from the latter, 
the system automatically brakes the vehicle. 

This system works with a camera that recognizes 
continuous and broken lines. In case of approaching 
the line, without activating the turn signals, the steering then 
progressively countersteers to keep the vehicle in its initial 
in its original lane. This technology allows to fight against the 
driver's hypovigilance. 

SERENITY
*Dependent on trim level chosen.
42
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SECURITY AND SERENITY ON BOARD

KEYLESS ENTRY AND START*REVERSING CAMERA WITH TOP REAR VISION*
As soon as you put the car in reverse, the camera allows you to 
the rear view of the vehicle, with colored markers, as well as a 
180° reconstructed image of the rear environment. 
When approaching an obstacle, the camera automatically zooms 
in.

This system allows you to lock, unlock and start your vehicle 
while keeping the key on you. The car recognizes its driver as 
soon as he approaches. 

This system informs about the speed limit to be respected. When 
a speed limit sign is detected by the camera 
the driver can accept the speed recommendation 
and make it his speed regulation or limitation. 
Also detected are "Stop", "One Way" and "No Overtaking" signs. 

In addition to the driving assistance technologies described below, the New ë-C4 X Electric offers Coffee Break Alert, Automatic 
Electric Parking Brake, Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go, Trailer Hitch Stability Control, Park Assist, Head-Up Display…

HIGH BEAM ASSIST* EXTENDED SPEED SIGN RECOGNITION AND 
SPEED RECOMMENDATION*

This function supports the switching of high and low beams, 
depending on the traffic, when oncoming or overtaking 
oncoming or overtaking cars are detected. 
This system provides optimal lighting for night driving. 
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PEARL WHITE (PM) 

ELIXIR RED (M)

PLATINUM GREY (M)

CUMULUS GREY (M)

PERLA NERA BLACK (M)

POLAR WHITE (F)

EQUIPMENT

6 EXTERIOR COLOURS

4 COLOUR PACKS

GLOSSY SILVER GLOSSY BLACK ANODISED BLUE ANODISED DEEP RED

44
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MEANWHILE FABRIC
Meanwhile frabric / Black fabric

3 INTERIOR AMBIENCES

WHEELS

ALCANTARA® GREY
Alcantara® grey / Black leather textile effect 

URBAN GREY 
Grey chevron fabric / Black leather textile effect

(M) : metallic – (F) : flat paint – (PM) : premium metallic. Metallic and Premium Metallic colours are available as options.
All the equipment described in this brochure represents the entire technology of the Citroën ë-C4 X Electric.
For detailed information on the definition of standard and optional equipment, please refer to the 'Product and Specifications' document available for download on the 
citroen.ie website.
Due to the shortage of semi-conductors, some equipment may not be available at present.

18” CROSSLIGHT 
DIAMOND-CUT

ALLOYS*

45
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DIMENSIONSSELECTION OF ACCESSORIES

CHARGING CABLE

ROOF BARS

BIKE RACK

ROOF BOX

(1)  Figures shown are for comparison purposes and should only be compared to the range values of other cars tested to the same technical standard. The range achieved in real world conditions 
will depend upon a number of factors: (including but not limited to) the accessories fitted (pre and post registration), variations in the weather, driving styles and vehicle loads. The WLTP 
(Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Test Procedure) is used to calculate the Vehicle Registration Tax (VRT) for the first registration of the vehicle. The CO2  figures display a range to reflect 
the highest value for the emitting version with all available options added, through to a minimum value to represent the lowest version on standard specification.

EQUIPMENT

Values in millimetres.
(1) Mirrors folded. (2) Overall. (3) Electric versions.

POWERTRAINS
Electric motor

136 hp (100kW)
Automatique

Consumption (WLTP) (1) (2)

Low
(l/100km) 0

Medium
(l/100km) 0

High 
(l/100km) 0

Extra High
(l/100km) 0

Combined 
(l/100km) 0

CO2 Emissions 
(g/km) 0

Indice énergétique A
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F I N A N C E

W A R R A N T Y

C I T R O Ë N
A S S I S TA N C E

préfère  –  AUTOMOBILES CITROËN – NOTE: Images and specification descriptions are dependent on trim level and options specified. Every endeavour has been made to ensure that the 
information and details contained in this brochure were accurate at the time of publication (March 2023). The company reserves the right, whilst preserving the essential characteristics of the models described, 
to introduce at any time modifications, changes of details, equipment or accessories. Every effort will be made to bring this brochure up to date, but in order to avoid any misunderstandings please consult your 
local Citroën dealer for the latest specification. The Citroën website contains full information on all Citroën products and offers available in the Republic of Ireland, together with details of our environmental and 
recycling policies. The site address is: www.citroen.ie

DOWNLOAD THE SCAN MY CITROËN MOBILE APP 
Get all the vital information at your fingertips. Scan features and components and access details 
of the exact new Citroën that you’re interested in.

DOWNLOAD THE MYCITROËN APP 
on your smartphone and benefit from information and services personalised to your Citroën 
vehicle.

CITROËN FINANCE : Whether you are a private or business customer, there are a range of different finance  
 options available to you to help you purchase or lease a brand new Citroën. 
 For further information, speak to your local Citroën dealer.

WARRANTY : 5 YEARS*, on all passenger cars.

PAINT : 3 YEARS.

ANTIPERFORATION : 12 YEARS.

CITROËN ASSIST : In the event of a breakdown, your Citroën is covered for roadside assistance  
 through Citroën Assist for the first 3 years of its life, up to 100,000KMs. 
 
 Please call 1800 33 33 00 or 00 353 16 34 30 30 if outside the Republic of  
 Ireland.

*3 year manufacturer warranty + 2 year extended warranty. Terms and conditions apply, see citroen.ie or ask your local Citroën 
dealer for more information.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
See citroen.ie
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